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Repertoire

Basically, DJ Putney
has any kind of music in his Repertoire.
About 25‘000 songs
are always available. Everything from
A to Z. From Abba
to ZZ Top.

Technique

Sonorous sound
systems, matching
microphones without
oversteering, powerful PA’s, strong
and coulorful stage
light, moving disco
lights like Scanner as
well as Beamer and
screen are available.
If the own equipment
is not enough, we
consult a partner from
the event-technology
industry. You need
something special?
Fire- and water effects, bubbles, smoke? All here.

Celebrate...

Business Events like
Christmas, product
presentation, Fair and
Exhibition, Fashion Show,
aperitif, jubilee…
Wedding, birthday, Bar
Mitzva, Pool Party, Carnival (Basler Fasnacht),
city Festival, First August,
Oktoberfest, etc…

20 years ago, DJ Putney started his career as DJ.
Working at the club scene made it clear to him, that
he wants to be a professional DJ.

The art to be successful at a event depends
on the right music and
suitably combination.
The matching songs
will be chosen, precisely timed from a
repertoire of over a
thousand titles.
No Go-Songs will of
course not be played
at your event! And you
also can get to know
DJ Putney personally.
You will be surprised
that the Former Radio Reporter, trained
Photographer and PR
expert still can ask

so many questions.
That’s a good thing.
Because, to perform
without preparation
would be disastrous.
Music in the context
of an event ist no empty phrase. Music has
to fit, this is a specialty of DJ Putney.
When working for
you, DJ Putney offers
a variety of services.
Mileage for travelling
to and back from your
Event are not added,
but included in the
Package.

With passion and
competence DJ
Putney is audible
and visible!

Clear sound. Gorgeous light :
Memorable Events!
Stylish staff party? Tasteful presentation? Casual
team meeting? Or a family event? With DJ Putney
you also can book the event technology, that is
strongly related to event.
Event DJ? Because
of increasing demands of business
and lifestyle events,
this special DJ-style
has arisen. The public wants to be animated and supported
by adapted music,
that is aligned with
the dramaturgy of the
event.
Unlike a House DJ,
the Event DJ is not
the only entertainer,
but acts in close
cooperation with the
moderator and the
various protagonists
of an Event.
The Event DJ interacts with the mood
of the audience, and
using a comprehensive selection of music,
he responds to the
events thematically
and situationally
and intensify the
audience’s emotions.

Marco Studer alias DJ Putney also works at the UEFA
Champions League home
Games of the FC Basel.

From the Club DJ
to the Event DJ with
technical flair. Thus,
the CV of DJ Putney
will be described
most simply. Marco
Studer and his partners are not only active at the Turntables.
No, the event technology will become increasingly important.
The own sound and
lighting equipment
in the warehouse is
ready for your next
event.

Music in the context
of your event!
Contact:

DJ Putney c/o Marco Studer
P. +41 79 320 31 02
info@putney.dj
www.putney.dj
www.facebook.com/putney.dj
www.youtube.com/putneydj
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